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Introduction
SEnuke TNG is the easiest to use and powerful link building tool there is. We supply
you with everything you need to get going, there is no need to search for emails,
find proxies, buy OCR services or scrape and test link lists.
All of this is done and supplied to you.
SEnuke is an extremely open ended tool, it has many different features and that
means there are literally hundreds of different ways you can use it and an almost
infinite number of different backlinking campaigns can be created.
No two SEnuke campaigns will ever be quite the same, even if they are created as
exact duplicates.
It is highly recommended that you go through this guide and experiment with
SEnuke before you do your first campaign. Spending 30 minutes getting everything
right now could save your hours of time down the track.
However if at any point you get stuck please remember we have a very helpful
HelpDesk where you will get a response within a matter of hours.
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Setting Up SEnuke TNG
First Time
When you start SEnuke for the first time you will be greeted by the registration form:

If you purchased before late January 2018 you will most likely have been sent an
email and password to login with, click on the “Email Login (legacy)” tab and enter
your details there. More recent purchases will have a JVZoo license key instead,
which is entered on that tab as show in the photo above.
Once entered please click ‘Verify’.
If you have never used SEnuke TNG before you will see the Quick Setup Wizard,
which will guide you through the process of configuring the software for your needs.
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Step 1 – Captcha Settings

CAPTCHA are used by many sites to stop software programs like SEnuke from posting
to them, however these can be bypassed by using CAPTCHA solvers.
SEnuke includes automatic solving and we recommend you select that as your
primary service.
However because not all CAPCHA can be solved by this service we also highly
recommend you add in a secondary service.
The best two services to use as a secondary option are:
•
•

Death By CAPTCHA
2CAPTCHA

As these are the only two services which are able to solve the latest Google
noCaptcha types.
Check your balance, and add credits as needed, then click ‘Next’
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Step 2 – Indexer

To ensure all the links you create with SEnuke are seen by Google we have included
two different ways of getting them indexed.
Firstly using the Indexing project (see the Wizard Guide later in this training) you can
submit 100 links/day to the best indexing service on the market, BackLinksIndexer,
this is included with your SEnuke subscription. If you want to submit more links per day
you can purchase a larger links package with them, or any of the other services.
In addition SEnuke TNG supports sending your links to spider services, these
guarantee that Google will see your links. While these are not as effective at
indexing they are much cheaper, typically under $20 for 50,000 links processed a
day. This is more than enough for any Nuker.
We recommend using:
•
•

BackLinksIndexer – for the ‘Indexing Projects’
LinkLicious or Indexification – for the ‘Spider & Pinger’ projects.
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Step 3 – Proxy

Using proxies allows you to post more backlinks in a given amount of time, they offer
a layer of security between yourself and the website you are posting to. When you
use proxies nobody on the Internet knows who you really are, all they will see is the
proxy itself.
Your SEnuke TNG subscription includes access to thousands of verified private
proxies, do not confuse these with free public proxies that other tools use. SEnuke
proxies are all minimum 100mbit with unlimited bandwidth. To use these proxies
simply tick the ‘Use Proxies’ box and the built in ones will be used by default.
Please note however that the first time you use our proxies it may take up to 5
minutes for your computer to be authenticated within the system. This is because we
have to update your details on hundreds of computers spread all over the world.
In addition, it is important that you are not using any VPN or other system wide
proxies at the same time, as these will stop the authentication system from working.
If for any reason you wish to use your own proxies, for instance you are working with
custom scripts or specific sites that need unique IPs, you can select ‘Custom Proxies’
and then click ‘Add Proxy List’ to input your own proxies.
For most people we recommend simply using the built in free and unlimited SEnuke
Proxies.
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Other Options:

At this point we have technically setup SEnuke, as we could run a campaign now if
we wanted, however for optimal results there are a number of other options we can
configure.
Click the ‘Options’ button as per the image above.
This will open up a window with multiple tabs, three of these will already have been
pre-filled during the setup wizard (Proxy, Captcha and Indexer) and the rest will
have been set to ‘recommended’ settings where applicable.
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Options – General

This page allows you to change a number of key settings in SEnuke, however for
users we advise against making any changes here unless you are told to do so by
technical support.
At the bottom of the screen you can input your MOZ API key, this is used by SEnuke
to update the Domain Authority of any sites you add to SEnuke. If you are only using
the built in list you will not need an API key as we update the DA for the included
sites automatically.
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Options – Email

Your SEnuke subscription includes 115 emails per week, enough to run over 16 new
campaigns every day. If however you require more emails that this you have a
couple of options.
Catchall (advanced) – you can setup your own email service using a catchall, and
then input your server settings on the left hand side of the screen.
Custom Email list – you can purchase additional emails, the formatting for these may
look confusing:
#email#:#mailserver#:#port#:#username#:#password#:#ssl#
However if you contact any bulk email provider they will already sell emails in that
format.
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Options – Spinner

Spinning is a method of writing something once so that it can be used many times. A
simple example would be:
Dog {Obedience|Training} {Course|School}.
This could be ‘spun out’ in the following ways:
•
•
•
•

Dog Obedience School
Dog Obedience Course
Dog Training School
Dog Training Course

So from 5 words we have created 4 variations. If you apply this technique to entire
articles, using multiple different options for each word, then one article can become
thousands of articles. For the best results you would do this by hand, however that is
a very long process requiring upwards of a day’s work per article.
Thankfully you can automate this process and get close to hand spun quality using
modern auto-spinning services.
SEnuke includes 50 basic article spins a day, however if you wish to spin more than
this or take advantage of the advanced algorithms used in 3rd party services (highly
recommended) then you can enter details for those services on this page and then
SEnuke will use them instead of the built in one.
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Options – Content Sources

SEnuke can already download articles from the internet, load from txt files or have
you type in your own articles. However if you want to generate thousands of unique
quality articles that are specific to your niche, all in a matter of seconds, we
recommend using one or more content sources.
With SEnuke TNG you can have direct access to:
•
•
•
•

Article Builder – Pre written & spun content on fixed topics
Ultra Spinnable Articles – Pre written & spun content on fixed topics
Kontent Machine – Scraped and spun content on any topics
Article Forge – Scraped and spun content on any topics

These all work in slightly different ways, and have their own unique strengths, so we
advise you to look at and consider each. They can however be put in to two distinct
groups:
•
•

Pre written & spun – these articles will always read perfectly, however the
number of topics is fixed and your niche may not fit in to any of them.
Scraped & spun – these articles are generated based upon the specific
keywords you are promoting. The content can be varied in quality from highly
unique to perfectly readable, and any point in between.

For optimal results use one service of each type.
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Adding Content To The Article Manager
The article manger is the very heart of SEnuke TNG. Spending time setting this up
correctly for your personal requirements will save you hours of time in the future and
allow you to create high quality campaigns in seconds.
There are four ‘groups’ within the article manager:
•

•

•
•

Niche Group – This is the master folder and typically would be the name of
the niche the articles are going to be in, however you could use your
websites URL here or any category that fits your needs.
Sub Niche – These breakdown your main niche group in to smaller groups that
are easier to manage. For instance, the specific keywords you are targeting
could be used here.
Article Groups – Your articles are stored in these groups, in addition how links
and images will be auto inserted in to your articles are is controlled here.
Bookmark Groups – These are similar to the article groups, however they do
not contain images or link controls. These are stored separately to article
groups as typically you would want to have many more articles than you
would bookmarks. You can also create generic bookmarks which can be
used over several niches if you like, rather than creating specific ones each
time.
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All the groups can be dragged and dropped between each other. To do this you
simply left click on the group name itself and drag it to where you want it.
If you have an old campaign from before SEnuke TNG, or if you have run any
campaigns using the ‘Single Use Articles’ option the content for these projects will
appear at the bottom of the article manager.
Please be aware the process of adding content sources is the same for both Article
and Bookmark groups, though there are less options in the bookmark group.
We will be using the Article Group for this guide because it contains all the options, if
something is missing from Bookmark group it is simply because it is not needed. To
add articles themselves select the ‘Article’ or ‘Bookmark’ group you want to add
them to and press the ‘Add New Content Source’ button:

Firstly, you need to select the source for the article in the drop down menu on the
right, SEnuke will then show you the specific options for each service.
Please note this guide is not intended to teach comprehensively how to use all 3rd
party services, we suggest you read through their individual tutorials and contact
their respective support staff with regards to this.
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Article Builder

Select your category from the list, if your category is not there pick whatever is
closest or come at your niche from a different angle.
Set the word count, 500-800 words is a good range to work with.
Set the number of articles to download, the more articles you download here the
more unique variations you can create at once. You get 400 API credits a day, and
50 is the largest you can set this value. That would allow you to download a total of 8
articles all consisting of 50 articles each. In addition you can go to Article Builder site
and buy additional API credits, this is worthwhile as it allows you to run above your
400 limit on days you need it.
The last option turns on/off the built in spinner on the Article Builder servers. The
advantage of using this is you can spin huge documents that normally you would
not be able to spin if you spun them within SEnuke itself. If you select this option the
time to generate the articles will be considerably longer. You will also lose some
readability, but the uniqueness will increase massively. That makes this a good option
for Tier 2 content.

The Leading Articles

Simple enter your keyword and an article and their repository of articles will be
searched to see if they have any articles containing that word, if they have it will be
downloaded.
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Kontent Machine

Kontent Machine works as an application that runs on your computer and scrape
and creates content automatically. You can then upload campaigns to the cloud,
and download them straight in to SEnuke.
Kontent Machine has a massive number of options and configurations, and can
produce content that is as high quality or unique as you want.
There are several advanced ways you can use what they call ‘tokens’ to control
where your keywords would go in the article, for SEnuke you would use the token:
#keyword#
However you can also simply let SEnuke control where the keywords are placed,
and for most people this is more than enough. To do this simply set Kontent Machine
to not put in any links or tokens:
This image is from Kontent Machine V3

Please contact Kontent Machine support for additional help with their product.
Within SEnuke you simply select the campaign you saved to the cloud from the drop
down list, or have them chosen at random.
Then press the download button.
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ArticleForge

For article forge you simply enter your keyword and set the length you want (500-750
being best for articles).
The other options cover how many spin variations of each section of the article there
will be. The more variations you have the more unique the article, but equally the
lower the quality will be.
For Tier 1 articles downloading multiple articles with these settings set to 1 is a good
idea. For Tier to you can increase these number.
Another option to increase uniqueness of articles is to send them to the spinner,
which we will cover next.
Please be aware that it can take some time to download your articles, this is a real
time article creation process which works for almost any word you can think of.
By default, article forge will download your articles with HTML code in it, but don’t
worry SEnuke can use this without problem.
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Spinning Your Article
Now you have your article you have the option of making it more unique by
spinning it. While you could do this by hand it is much easier to send it to one of the 4
spinners built in to SEnuke.
Built In – 50 spins a day
•
•
•

The Best Spinner
Spin Re-Writer
Word AI

Below your article you will see a drop down box where you can choose your
spinning service. Like everything else they each have their own unique strengths,
and we suggest you look in to which best fits your specific needs.
Click ‘Generate Spinner Variations’ and wait for the results. Be aware however each
service has a limitation on how many words you can spin, so if you have a massive
article you may be out of luck. Your options then would be to visit the service directly
and spin it within their service and then copy it back in to SEnuke. However in most
cases these limits are large, Spin ReWriter is 4000 words for instance, and are more
than enough for general use.
Your article will now have a lot of blue text in it, which represents spintax format:

We now have an article that can be used on Social Network, Premium Social
Network, PDF, Wiki and Wordpress sites. However at the moment it can’t be used in
Article Directory sites, for that we have one more step…
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Author Name and Bio

Near the top of the screen click on ‘Author Name and Bio’, this is where we create
the content that will be used to place links on Article Directory sites.
Unlike other sites Article Directories do not allow you to place a link in the article
itself, this link can only be placed in the author bio or ‘About Me’ box as it is often
called.
To create this text you can either write your own, using the tags:
#keyword# where you would like your keyword to appear
#links# where you would like a URL link to your site to appear
This is of course quite complex, so as an alternative you can click the
‘Autogenerate’ button at the bottom of the screen and have a number of
examples created for you.

Lastly give your content a name at the top and click ‘Save’, you have now added
content that can be used in multiple different campaigns from now on.
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Working with Content Sources

Now we have added a new content source you can name the content group and
click save. You can add as many content sources as you like to each content
group, the more you add the more variations you will have and thus the more times
you can use this source.
We suggest that while it is a great idea to use multiple different sources for your
content it is not a good idea to mix the quality. So for Tier 1 content, that is the
articles which will link directly to your own website, you will use the best content from
all sources.
You can see in the example above we created two content groups called Tier 1
and Tier 2. Our best content has gone in to Tier 1, and in the Tier 2 group we have
used lower quality but more unique content that has generally been spun more.
Keeping things separate in this way will allow you to get better rankings, as you will
be sure that your website is only ever linked to by the very best content.
Below the Content Sources we have two more options:
Article Mixing Settings
This allows you to generate even more unique content by mixing and merging the
content sources together to create new articles. The readability of the articles will
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drop as a whole, though the individual parts of each article will actually remain the
same quality. This is an excellent option for Tier 2 content.
Spinner Settings
Words placed here will not be changed by the spinner, typically you would enter
niche specific keywords here. However this is not an essential step, and in most cases
having variation of your keyword actually has positive effect on rankings.
Insert Link Settings
By default SEnuke will look for your keywords, as defined within the campaigns you
create, and if it finds them within your article it will create a link to your website using
it. This creates a very high quality link that is in contextually accurate, for this reason
the more niche specific the content you use the better quality of SEnuke links you will
create.
However your keyword will not always appear in every article and as such SEnuke
has a number of alternative options for you to use.
•

•

•

•

Insert XX random links – this will simply place links to your site randomly within
the article using your keyword. Context will however be lost as the word could
be placed anywhere. This is how previous versions of SEnuke before SEnuke
TNG created their links.
Replace XX random words within the article – this will pick a word at random
and make it a link to your site. You will not get the anchor text you originally
wanted, but you will get a backlink and it will be fully contextual. Many new
users believe this is a bad thing, however the truth is this actually helps to
create a larger variation of backlinks that your site receives, so you will end up
with a more natural backlink portfolio.
Insert generic sentences – this feature will add your link in at the end of the
article with a link like: “If you enjoyed this article on KEYWORD you will find
more at our website.” This has the advantage of both containing your
keyword and in most cases being contextual. However do remember it is
impossible for all keywords to fit within our generic sentences. You can add
your own ones, specific to your needs, by clicking the ‘Edit Text’ button.
Do Not Insert Link (advanced) – this may seem odd for a link building
program, but it has a very valid use! When you are looping a campaign
where the accounts are re-used you do not have to put in a link every single
time, the aim is to create a quality backlink portfolio over time. Thus using this
option as long as your articles contain some of your keywords some of the
time you will create a few links each time, but also several pages without links
that are there only to build authority on those sites. This is an advanced
technique and we don’t recommend you start your Nuking career this way.

Insert Authority Links
Authority links are created by randomly picking a word in your article and then
linking out from the article to a site with a high authority and relevant page about
that word. It is a good idea to add a few authority links at random without your Tier 1
content as this makes it appear more natural. SEnuke TNG includes a list of hundreds
of such sites, however you can also add your own using the Edit List option.
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Insert Images Settings
This setting applies mainly to Social Network projects, though others like WordPress
and PDF use them too. Images make you page look even more natural to site
moderators, in particular when the images match the content.
You have a few choices here:
•
•

•

Insert X images inside article randomly – this uses random images each time,
these images are changed each time your start SEnuke.
Insert X images from these URLs – this allows you to specify what images you
want to use, in addition using the ‘Download keywords based image’ button
you can get niche specific images automatically. It will download a large
number of images, but these do not get changed so it will be worth refreshing
these a couple of times a year.
Insert random images by replacing #flickr# tag (advanced) – this option is
only for those users creating their own articles with tags to add the links. This is
beyond the scope of this guide and we recommend new users stick with the
automated methods.

Preview Your Article

Now that we have setup all our content sources and decided how our links will be
placed we can check everything is ok with the ‘Preview Article’ tab.
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You need to enter a relevant keyword here, this is only for the preview as the actual
keywords used for campaigns are only created once you actually run the Wizard or
Turbo Wizard.
Enter your keyword and click ‘Spin Preview’.
You will see you article and where links will be placed, as well as any pictures you
have added.
If you scroll down to the bottom you will also see an example of how your link will
look on article directory sites:
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Using The Wizard
Click the Wizard icon in the main menu.

Project Linking
This will open up the Project Linking tool, also known as the Diagram Designer. This is
an easy to use way to create custom linking project by simply dragging and
dropping the different project types that SEnuke supports on to the canvas, and
then drawing links between them.

To get the most out of the diagram designer we highly recommend you go through
the Wizard video guides which you can access from your members area dashboard.
For this example we will just open up an existing diagram by clicking on ‘Open’ and
selecting ‘Social Skills – TNG’ template.
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This is a powerful template that makes use of the both Social Network types, and
also creates a 1 way link from the regular Social Network to the Premium ones. Add
to this a good helping of quality Profile and Bookmark backlinks, as well as the two
different Indexing systems (‘Indexer’ as well as ‘Spider & Pinger’) and you have a
professionally designed campaign ready to go.
If you take a look at the projects you will see they all have abbreviated names, this
can be a little daunting at first but you will soon be used to them all.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

MS = Your website
SN = Social Network
SN+= Premium Social Network
SB = Social Bookmarks
AD = Article Directory
PDF = PDF
WP = WordPress
RSS = RSS
PR = Press Release
W2P = Web 2.0 Profiles
FP = Forum Profile
WK = Wiki
Indexer = Indexer
Ping = Spider & Pinger
Toolbox = Toolbox
W1 = Wait 1

You may also have noticed there are two different coloured lines linking the project
types together:
•

•

Grey – these are regular project link and in these cases the linked project will
wait until the first project is 100% complete before it starts, so if the first project
is set to run for 3 days the linked project will not start until day 3.
Red – These are chained links and in these cases the linked project will start as
soon the project it has linked to is complete for the day. So again if the first
project is set to run for 3 days the linked project will run each of those 3 days
as well.

In our example one of the project also has some special features, the ‘Wait’ project
has a delay option, top left side of the screen, which by default in this template is 5
days. What this does is effectively pause the campaign from progressing further
down this line of projects until that time has passed.
The best was to learn the Project Linking tool is to have a play with it, drag some
projects on, move them about and link them up. If you make a mess don’t worry, just
click ‘New’ in the top left or ‘Open’ and start again.
When you are done click ‘Next’ to continue setting up your first full project.
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Basic Info

First give your Campaign a name, it is good to think about how you will save and
structure your campaigns in advance because soon you may have hundreds of
them! In the example we have just used the niche name and the date in reverse
order ‘Dog Training – 160425’. Using reverse order dates just makes them stay in order
when sorting alphabetically, however you can use any system you like.
Next we need to add out keywords.
Primary – these are the specific keywords you are trying to rank for. Generally these
will be 1-3 words long, however that is not a hard fast rule! They should be based
upon the primary points your website, and in particular the page, you are linking to is
all about. In our example we have used ‘dog training’. We suggest you put a
maximum of 5 keywords in here, and for best results 1-2.
Secondary – whilst you are free to do anything you like with all the keyword boxes
the most usual use here are for longtail variations of your keyword, those keywords
where your keyword appears within it. You can think of these yourself, use a keyword
research tool or use our built in tool, which scrapes the relevant data directly from
Google themselves.
Visible in the example above we have dog
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

training advice
dog training australia
dog training app
dog training at home
dog training aids
dog training and boarding
alpha dog training
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The result you get will depend up the geographic location, and we suggest you at
least have a look through and cleanup any you don’t like.
Generic & Other – these two boxes can be used for any other types of backlink
keywords you would like to use, for instance generic keywords like ‘click here’ or
naked url ‘www.dogs.com’. The system is completely open for you, however in most
cases a primary and a secondary set will be all you need for now.
By default the ratio is 100% to the primary keyword, but you can adjust this by
dragging the blue bars up on the other boxes. There is no fixed percentage when it
comes to what is ‘right’ but a good starting point would be 60:40 as per the image.
This will give you a good diversity, but still strongly promote your primary keyword.
The URL boxes on the right work in exactly the same way.
Primary – this is your main target page and would normally be an inner page on your
website.
Secondary – this would typically be the main domain name itself without any sub
page.
Other – any other links or URLs you want to promote. For instance after you have
been nuking a while you might copy in some Premium Social Network pages you
have created in here, or Private Blog Network pages, or hand made Tier 1 sites.
Again you set the percentage you want, but 80:20 is a good starting ratio.
Lastly at the top of the page:
Choose Number of Profiles - this can be quite hard to work out, because it depends
upon the number of different project types in the Project Planner, however if you
click ‘Suggest’ you will get a best case estimate, this will be a none wasteful answer
and you can use more if you wish. However be aware that using more profiles will
require longer to process, cost more in CAPTCHA solves and is unlikely to yield any
improvement in results.
That’s the Basic Info done, click ‘Next’ to move on to ‘Custom Project Settings’.
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Custom Project Settings

This is where the regular Wizard differs from the Turbo Wizard, you have more specific
control over these elements. You can however auto generate every single field on
this page, except for ‘Company’.

Common Posting Settings
Tags – these should be words related to your keyword, preferably single words and
separated by commas. You need to enter at least 3. You can type your own, or try
the auto generate option.
Subdomain – this is used on many Social Network sites and will become part of the
link URL, so it is a good idea to have your primary keyword in here as URL is a known
ranking factor.
It is important though that this field is unique, as if somebody else has created the
subdomain you pick already then you will not be able to post.
For this reason the default is:
{keyword}{1|2|3|4|5|6|7|8|9|0}{1|2|3|4|5|6|7|8|9|0}
This will produce a domain which is your keyword followed by a 2 digit number,
which is created at random.

General User Profile Settings
These details are used on sites where you need to give specific information, in
particular Press Releases. Unless you have specific requirements to publish something
under a certain name selecting the ‘Auto-Generate’ button will populate all fields
with random names in spintax format, and set a birthday which is at least 18 years of
age.
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Company name is a required field for Press Releases, it is best to simply make up a
name that includes your keyword if possible.

Select Categories
Several sites save articles in specific categories, for these sites you can select the
categories here. You can quickly select by typing in relevant words to your niche in
the top and pressing ‘Auto Select’. If there are any categories that closely match
they will be selected.
A trick here is to add the word ‘new’ at as your last keyword, this will select generic
categories like ‘new’ and ‘news’ in to which you can fit many different articles.
Once complete select ‘Next’ and move on to your content sources.
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Content Source

Here we will setup the content to be used for this campaign. You have two options,
to use the Article Manager or Generate Single Use Articles. The latter is exactly the
same process as we cover in the Turbo Wizard section so please refer to that part of
this guide as needed.
The best way to run your campaigns is using the Article Manager. We have already
populated our Article Manager earlier, but if you have not just click on the green
icon to open it up.
To select articles simply press the drop down menu button for each Tier group and
tick the Groups (Niche, Sub or Article) that you want to be included. If you want to
use different content for your Tier 2 projects you can set that up here too.
Clicking the ‘Spin Preview’ will give you an example of how your final article will look,
including creating links based upon the settings in this actual campaign.
Click Next to move on.
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Scheduling Settings

Scheduling Settings - Now we setup when the campaign will run, how long for and
how many times.
Firstly do not worry about accidently scheduling two campaigns to run at the same
time, SEnuke will resolve scheduling issues automatically.
The default start time with be within 30 minutes of the current actual time, you can
adjust this to be any time and date in the future as you need.
Next you set how many days you want the project to run, these are active days so if
you have waits in the project then the total time will actually be longer than this.
Smaller templates can typically be run over a few days, while people have created
templates that should be run over a much longer period. If you are unsure click the
‘Suggest’ button and you will be given a conservative estimate on how long to run
the template for.

Submitter Options (advanced) – this option will take you to a screen where you can
limit the number of sites that SEnuke uses. This is useful if you only need a very small
campaign to run and you don’t want to take full advantage of every sites ranking
power.
You can adjust each project type on its own, or use the quick adjuster at the bottom
to select pre-set percentages or maximum numbers for all types.
The ‘Restrict chains modules to fewer sites’ option is actually the same thing, but this
time it will only impact those project which are chained. Those are the ones with the
red coloured linking lines in the ‘Project Linking’ diagram.
For most users we recommend ignoring these settings.
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Loop Mode Settings – this new feature to SEnuke TNG allows you to setup a
campaign once and then have it automatically repeat over and over again.
If you wish to loop the project simply tick the ‘Run Campaign in Loop Mode’ box, set
the number of times you would like it to run. If you want it to run forever simply tick
the ‘Infinite’ box.
You can also add in a delay between each run, so it will complete the campaign
and then wait the specified number of days before running it again. You could use
this feature for instance to setup 2 different campaigns that run 7 days each, and
then wait 7 days, then start them 7 days apart. You would then have 2 alternating
SEO campaigns running, and at any 1 point in time 1 campaign would then always
be running.
By default SEnuke will create new account’s each time it runs, so each looped
campaign will effectively be entirely new. You can turn this feature off, and use the
same accounts over and over, but this is not recommended as project types like
‘Forum Profile’ and ‘Web 2 Profile’ can only have a small number of links in them
before they become full.
A better option here, especially if you are looping many times, is to tick the ‘Use High
Authority Account Method’ and then ‘Select Which Project Types to Reuse Site
Account’.

Select the types of project accounts you want to reuse, it is generally safe to reuse
all of the types listed on this screen. You will need the profile accounts are not here,
so these will be replaced every time.
Reusing the same accounts will build up their authority over time, making the links
you create even more powerful.
Once complete click ‘Next’.
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Confirm and Create

That’s it, we are ready to build. If you want to go back and verify anything you can
use the tab links at the top of the page.
Otherwise click finish and wait, you will see several screens come up as SEnuke
downloads a new email, sets up all your projects with articles and prepares the
schedule.
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Turbo Wizard
The Turbo Wizard allows you to complete 95% of the standard Wizard, however it
does this from only 1 screen.

You will already be familiar with all these fields from the main Wizard guide.
The only exception here are that only two types of keyword and URL are visible, if
you wish to add in more types simply click the ‘Add additional Keywords/URL types’
and the additional ones will appear in a popup box.
In summary the above shows that:
1. We have added the primary keyword ‘dog training’, this is the main word we
want to rank for.
2. We have auto created our secondary keywords based upon information from
Google.
3. We have set the ratio between the keywords as 60:40, so for every 3 primary
keyword links we create we will also create 2 secondary.
4. We have set the two URLs, inner and homepage, with an 80:20 ratio. So for
every 4 links to the inner page we will also create 1 link to the homepage.
5. We have set up at least 3 tags, words related to the niche, or pressed the
‘Generate from Primary Keyword’ button.
6. We have set an optional campaign name, so we know which project
campaign this is in the future.
Content Settings – we have the same options here as the regular wizard, and it is still
best practice to always use the article manager.
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However in this example we have selected ‘Generate Single Use Articles’.
The selections then are exactly the same as when we created content in the Article
Manager itself earlier. You set the content source and then follow the specific
prompts for each source type, please refer to the Article Manager section for
detailed information on those.
The only addition here is at the bottom where there is an option ‘Use one article to
fill…’. If you tick this option rather than downloading new content for every single
project in your campaign the wizard will use one single article over all projects. This is
effective in smaller templates, however while it will be faster and use less article
credits from your chosen service it does produce a lower quality campaign.
Strategy Setting – lastly select the template you wish to run from the dropdown box,
pick the number of profiles (for most templates 1 profile is enough), set the number
of days to run (5-7 days for small templates, 9-14 for medium and 14+ for large). We
recommend leaving the ‘# of links” option as ‘1’, this is how many links will be added
to specific projects or how many bookmarks will be created.
Set the start date/time and click ‘Create Campaign’.
Now sit back… and relax!
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CrowdSearch
CrowdSearch is a tool that will actively search for your websites, using the keyword
you specify, and then click on them in the Search Engine Results Pages (SERPs). This
has the effect of increasing your click through rate (CTR) and known ranking factor.
In addition once on your site the CrowdSearch tool will click through an internal link,
if one if present, and create ‘user interaction’. These actions combined increase
CTR, increase time on site and lower bounce rate.

Open the CrowdSearch from the main menu bar.

The tool is very easy to use, simply click ‘Add New Keyword To Search’ and then
enter your keyword(s) in the keyword box, separate each keyword with a comma.
You can enter as many as you want, but each one will count towards your daily
limits of searches.
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Then click the ‘Add Sites’ button and enter the URL you are trying to rank for, the
CrowdSearch project will actually look for the top ranking URL from that domain and
click on that so there is no need to specify an exact domain.
Specify the range of clicks you would like each day, a random number be that
range will be used. If you want an exact number of clicks every day simply set the
bottom and upper values the same.
Lastly you can set the amount of time you would like the CrowdSearcher to explore
your site, you can set this to a maximum of 180 seconds.
As soon as you click ‘save’ your project will be uploaded to the cloud, and within a
few seconds marked as ‘Active’.
When all of your click are done for the day the status will be marked as complete.
You do not however need to keep SEnuke open for CrowdSearch to work, it is
entirely cloud based and will continue to function fine even when your computer is
off.
You can make some changes to your campaigns by right clicking on them
If you wish to suspend any campaigns simply right click on it and select ‘Suspect’,
reactive by doing the same and selecting ‘Activate’. You can also delete or
duplicate them from this menu.
Important: CrowdSearch can only find your site if it is already indexed in Google.
CrowdSearch can be used to improve the CTR of existing sites with low rankings, but
such a method will not work if the site is indexed or ranked lower than position 100.
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